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President’s Corner

Don’t Forget

DXCC CARD CHECKING

The next Club meeting will be on June 17th at
the Viking Chili Bowl in Valparaiso at 12:00
NOON. We will be in the back room.

Doctor Richard Lochner, K9CIV is our
Official ARRL DXCC Card Checker.
Contact Rich to schedule an appointment
for card checking.

Hopefully, we will have some type of
presentation.
Hamvention is the 19-21st. Be careful driving
to it.

You may email him at k9civ@arrl.net for
details on how to mail your cards to him, if
you desire to go that route.

The bands have not been all that good, but
digital seems to be doing better than either SSB
or CW.
73
John W3ML
Good DXing!
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QSL Card of the Month
A collection of the old, the new, the rare, the exotic or just interesting QSL Cards

Macau
(Sometimes spelled: Macao)

XX9
ClubLog 2017: Most Wanted World Rank: #59
Most Wanted North America Rank: #18
CQ zone: 24 ITU Zone: 44
Continent: AS
Location: 22° 8′ 58″ N-113° 35′ 29″ E
Beam Headings from Northwestern Indiana: 339°/159°
7843 mi / 17016 mi

These are the soon to be mailed cards from the recent (February 12-26) German expedition to Macau. Cards of two
different styles were printed. If you were lucky enough to work this station, you will get one or the other card.
In spite of attempting to favor North America and working nearly 40,000 contacts, less than 2000 were North American.
The expedition was located in a hotel resort and faced with less than ideal receiving circumstances. Signals from North
America were often deep in the noise and it was very hard to pick these signals out, especially on 80/160 Meters. EU or JAstations did not cause the noise. Several nights were plagued with a lot of QRN and thunderstorms. Propagation didn’t
help, as signals both ways were weak. A significant change in the “Most Wanted” number for North America is not
expected.
The five-star luxury operating site, the Grande Coloane Resort-Macau, provided a distinct change from the primitive
conditions expected for operations from many “Most Wanted” DX locations. Rudy Leung, the resort’s Business
Development Manager is also reported to be a ham.
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An autonomous territory, Macau, officially is the “Macau Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China”.
Hong Kong lies about 40 miles to its east. With a population of 650,900 living in an area of 11.8 square miles, it is probably
the most densely populated region in the world.
Portugal administered Macau as the last European colony in Asia from the mid-16th century until late 1999. Sovereignty
over Macau was transferred back to China in December 1999.
Today, Macau is a resort city, known for its casinos and luxury hotels. The economy is heavily dependent on gambling and
tourism. Its gaming revenue has been the world's largest since 2006.
- 73’s and Good DX -

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Handy Hint
Use a Digital Multimeter to Find a Break in Coax
By Steve Mollman-KD9HL
Today, even cheap digital multimeters may include a capacitance checking feature. They are often available on eBay for
less than $8.00. You can use that feature to locate the approximate location of a break in a piece of coax cable.

An $8.00 ebay Capacitance Reading Digital Multimeter
First, check the capacitance specifications for the type of cable you are checking. If the manufacturer is known, get this
from the product specification sheet. If you don’t know the manufacturer, you can use a generic value. Regardless of the
manufacturer, as most cable of a particular type (RG8/U, RG213, RG8X etc) all have similar characteristics.

A listing of specs for most common generic coax can be found at:
http://www.rfcafe.com/references/electrical/coax-chart.htm

After you determine the capacitance per foot value of your cable, connect the multimeter to the coax. Read the
capacitance value. Calculate the distance to the fault by using the capacitance value per foot from the specification sheet.

For example:

Belden 8267 Coax
Specified Capacitance Per Foot = 30.8 pF
Measured Capacitance = 955 pF
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Approximate Location of Break = 31 Feet
(95530.8 = 31)

We tried this with an old piece of coax and the result was within 2 inches of the calculation. This hint is also useful to find
the approximate length of a coiled piece of coax. No need to unwind and measure.

 73’s and Good DX 

Surge Protectors
By Steve Mollman –KD9HL
In spite of your local power company’s best efforts, the electrical power coming into your shack is not a smooth
steady and unvarying input. If you ever have an opportunity to look at a log graph of a commercial line voltage
you will note that voltages will vary up and down. Usually this is within a very narrow range. However
occasionally, things go awry. When the power grid experiences a sudden increase in current, your home gets an
electrical surge. Like a dam breaking, this sudden inrush of electrical current exposes unprotected equipment to
damaging voltages. It can overheat motors, burn out lights and damage electronic components.
Some of the causes of surges are:
Lightning. A lightning strike delivers very large currents. Though equipment in the electrical grid has some
protection from lightning strikes, it can still cause surges. Lightning can also produce surges from secondary
effects such as by hitting a transformer, which then fails. If you see a storm coming, turn off sensitive equipment
and leave them off until after it passes. With most pieces of electronic gear it is advisable to disconnect them from
power outlets and antennas.
Blackouts or Intentional Power Outages. When a large area loses electricity, the current in the power lines goes to
zero. When power comes back on, the lines experience a large inrush surge of current. This surge can damage
electrical and electronic equipment. Fortunately, this surge is usually both predictable and manageable. As with
electrical storms, you can prevent damage by switching lights, appliances and computers off during a blackout.
When the utility restores power, wait a few minutes for the current to stabilize, then you can switch the
equipment back on.
Internal Surges – Equipment Operation –Motors turning on/off. Certain equipment can draw large amounts of electricity
when first turning on, causing a brief drop in current for other installed equipment. Air Conditioners, Refrigerators,
Dryers, Wells and Sump Pumps are some examples. When the motor turns on or shuts off, it causes the current to surge.
While this seldom poses enough of a problem to damage most appliances, eventually it can cause problems with sensitive
electronics.
Grid Infrastructure Problems – Downed or damaged Utility Lines – Utility Grid Transfers. The modern electrical grid is
a complex network of distribution equipment and power plants. If an area experiences high electricity demand, the utility
may decide to switch in additional power plants. The switching action can make the line voltage surge. Problems with
electrical distribution equipment, such as overheated transformers and broken power lines can also cause surges. Small
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animals such as squirrels and raccoons, high winds, ice and fallen trees and their branches can cause problems. The
neighborhood drunk may have taken to jousting with utility poles using his SUV. These kinds of surges are impossible to
predict, but a surge protector can help prevent major damage to sensitive equipment.
Many experts recommend a “two tier” approach to surge protection.
1.

2.

A Service Entrance Surge Protection Device mounted in or on your main electrical panel. Using a service
entrance surge protection device provides protection for your entire electrical system from external sources.
They protect things such as motors, lights, outlets, light switches, and all the other “hard wired” items in the
house that do not plug into an electrical outlet and can’t be connected to a point-of-use surge protection
device,
A point-of-use surge protection device located at voltage-sensitive components that a power surge could
damage very easily. They protect from damage generated from interior sources. At minimum, this damage
will shorten the life of your equipment, and it could destroy your setup. Typical point-of-use components
include TVs, computers, Microwave Ovens and Ham Radio gear.

Good and Not So Good surge protectors:
There are two basic types of surge protector designs. The Shunt Mode and the Series Mode .
The not so good Shunt Mode type (and its variants) use MOVs to shunt the errant current to neutral or ground. This has
some limitations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Can only effectively divert surges to ground when connected at the service entrance.
Depending on mode (all modes or normal mode) either contaminates ground or produces common mode surges.
Reliability (limited lifetime). Each “hit” diminishes its effectiveness. Buying a used one is not advised,
Possible leakage to ground.
Unable to withstand high over-voltage conditions (the MOVs burn up).

The better Series Mode type blocks and contains the energy.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Handles worst case surges.
Filters smaller transients and noise.
Has the lowest “let-through voltage”.
Doesn’t contaminate ground.
Does not produce common-mode surges.
Doesn’t need an ideal ground path.
Safe for use on branch lines and networks.

What to look for when buying a surge protector:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Check for a UL seal, and make sure it's labeled as a "transient voltage surge suppressor”. Make sure that the
surge protector you're planning to buy is both certified by Underwriter's Laboratories, and at least meets
their UL 1449 standards (required for the label "transient voltage surge suppressor).
Check the surge protector's energy absorption rating, and its "clamping voltage." The absorption rating is, as
the name implies, how much energy it can absorb before it fails. You'll want something at least 700 joules or
higher. (Higher is better, since there are reasonably priced and commonly available consumer market 120 volt
surge protectors rated at plus 2700 joules there is little reason to buy a low rated item). The clamping voltage
is the voltage that will trigger the surge protector—or essentially when the surge protector wakes up and
starts absorbing energy. Look for something around 400 V or less. (Lower is better). Finally, see if response
time is listed in the product details—it's good to know, and lower is better.
Look for models that have a status light indicating whether the device is functioning or not.
Series Mode surge protectors are the better ones. Avoid the shunt mode types as they have a finite life. Each
“hit” will diminish their effectiveness.

RF Amplifiers can present a special challenge:
These expensive pieces of equipment usually require 220 volts. Many require a 20-amp circuit. While 220 volt-15 amp
surge protectors are readily available at reasonable cost, the 220 volt-20 amp surge protector is comparatively rare and
can be an expensive item. Fortunately, there is a possible source that can be tapped with a little diligence. Many
commercial/heavy duty copiers require 220 volts/20-amp power. Surge protectors have long been a standard accessory for
these copiers.
Copier 220 volt/20-amp surge protectors sometimes appear as eBay offerings, both as used and new items. Prices seem to
range from about $25 used and of course more for new (often a lot more). They appear under a large number of brand
names such as Ricoh, Xerox, Samsung, Toshiba and Ikon. The brand name may vary but they all seem to be
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manufactured by an American company, Electronic Systems Protection. The model to look for is the E524ZNT Type 3
Surge Suppressor Protective Device. It is a Series Mode type that meets the criteria listed above.

http://www.ebay.com/itm/IKON-ESP-E524ZNT-Type-3-Surge-Suppressor-Protective-Device/262830444998?hash=item3d31ea51c6:g:MYUAAOSwopRYj8LH
http://www.ebay.com/itm/ESP-208-230V-SurgeProtector/132073958846?_trksid=p2047675.c100009.m1982&_trkparms=aid%3D888007%26algo%3DDISC.MBE%26ao
%3D1%26asc%3D20131227121020%26meid%3D99b8bee3098e4be489d62b03ddb62744%26pid%3D100009%26rk%3D1
%26rkt%3D1%26sd%3D262830444998
Individual results may vary.
Thanks to Jim Brown-K9YC and Andy Benton for their excellent paper on Power and Grounding. The schematics of the
two surge protector types were borrowed from their presentation.
http://audiosystemsgroup.com/InfoComm-PowerSystems2012.pdf
-73’s and Good DX-

PREAMP CONTROL BOX
FOR
TRANSMIT LINES
By
Jerry Hess, W9KTP
As mentioned in a previous article, I’ve developed a “Transmit Line Preamp” circuit using a preamp
designed by Makis Katsouris, SV1AFN. It is inexpensive ($37.90 including $8.00 shipping from Greece, see
Reference 1). I strongly suggest you order the assembled unit instead of the kit since the board is primarily
tiny surface mount components. I found that I could achieve an 8-10 S-Unit improvement on signals over
and above the internal pre-amps in my rig. The unit is designed to go between the transceiver and an
amplifier or directly to the antenna. It has to be connected to the antenna during receiving and completely
disconnected during transmitting. It took several arrangements until I settled on the circuit in Figure 1. I
added several safety features to protect the pre-amp.
Construction
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The whole unit fits snuggly inside a Bud 6 x 5 x 4 box. The relays, keying circuit and mode switch
are mounted on an aluminum plate and the pre-amp and fuses are mounted on a piece of double sided PC
board giving some RF isolation from the relays. I suggest you build the boards first and then locate their
mounting position with the panel items like the LED assemblies and back panel connectors in place. That
way you can minimize any interference. You may notice that I mounted everything upside down in the box
to give the appearance of a cabinet instead of just a box.
A further note, the pre-amp comes with female SMA sockets. You’ll need two SMA male
connectors. You can buy them on Amazon either just the connector or as completed cables. Most come from
China so be patient with the delivery. My cables look bulky since all I had was SMA males for RG-58U
cable. I suggest you go with RG-174U which is much smaller. Also, Utube has several videos on how to
install SMA connectors.
Circuit Description
The pre-amp has three modes, Off, Standby, and Operate. When the pre-amp is off, it is bypassed by
Relay #1. In Standby, the Pre-Amp and keying circuit are powered but the relays are not. In Operate, both
relays are activated. As soon as Operate mode is selected, Relay #1 closes and the signal from the antenna is
passed through the pre-amp and onto the transceiver. When the key/VOX in the transmitter is activated
during transmitting, the pre-amp is bypassed and both pre-amp ends are grounded. The keying circuit is a
copy of one found in Reference 2. The delay pot allows an operator to adjust the delay between the end of a
transmission and returning to receive.
The Standby mode is not necessary but I like the extra LED and maybe a quicker check of signals
with/without the pre-amp. I’ve added ferrite beads to choke off any unwanted RF at various locations. RG174U mini-coax connects Relay #2 with the pre-amp. The final defense against accidently destroying the
pre-amp are 0.1 amp fuses. I tested these fuses by tying a fuse in series with a 60 ohm, ¼ watt resistor. At
100 watts output from the transceiver, the fuse flashed and was gone, but the resistor was fine. By the way, if
you don’t have a keying line connected to the circuit, you will smoke the fuses. Glad you put them in there
aren’t you?
One last addition was a diode on the keying lead to the power amplifier. I found when I went from
standby to operate on my amplifier, it keyed Relay #2. Probably other amplifiers will do the same thing.
Conclusion
I also found two pre-amps designs by Doug DeMaw (SK) (3) that would probably work very well.
You might need a larger box to fit everything inside. With the exception of the relays, I found most of the
parts available at Bowman’s in Valparaiso including the switch and the neon lights. Have fun enjoying those
big signals without another antenna in the back yard. I’m hoping to demonstrate the unit live at our next
meeting. This time I’ll bring an outdoor antenna.
1. The assembled SV1AFN unit can be found at;

http://www.ebay.com/itm/J310-push-pull-HF-pre-amp-KIT-BUILT-TESTED/152067780927
More information and the circuit for the Pre-amp can be found at;
https://www.sv1afn.com/j310preamp.html
2. ARRL, “Solid State Design”
3. QST April 1984 page 19 and QST August 1988 page 22
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Midway Island(KH4) and Kure Atoll (KH7) Deletions
Explained
Unintended Consequence of Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument
Expansion
No, it wasn’t an April Fools joke. Sadly. it was for real. ARRL DXCC has deleted both Midway Island (KH4) and Kure Island
(KH7) from the list of current DXCC entities. As with last year’s deletion of KH5 Kingman Reef, the move was required by
DXCC rules due to a change in both entities’ administration.
In the case of Kure and Midway, the deletions came about as an unintended consequence of the expansion of the
Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument to include all the northwestern Hawaiian Islands west of Ni’ihau Island. As
illustrated in the graphic below, the action makes the Papahānaumokuākea the largest contiguous protected conservation area
under the US flag.
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As explained in the ARRL’s deletion announcement: “Midway (KH4) had qualified for DXCC status by virtue of its being
governed by a separate administration. Now that it is under the administration of Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument
...it becomes a deleted entity Approximately 50 people live on Midway, including US Fish and Wildlife Service staffers and
contractors. As for Kure, which is part of Hawaii, it was separated from the rest of the state by Midway. Because of that separation
from its “parent” Hawaii, KH7 qualified for DXCC status. Now both are under the administration of the Papahanaumokuakea
Marine National Monument.
Kure once had been a US Coast Guard LORAN station but is now uninhabited and has been a state wildlife sanctuary since 1981.
Midway was the site of the famous 1942 WWII battle that turned the tide of the war in favor of the US. Although the deletion
announcement was made March 31, it is retroactive to last August 26 when the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument
was established. When its deletion was announced, Kure was ranked as the 10th most wanted DXCC entity worldwide by Club
Log and Midway was 20th. Only contacts made on August 25, 2016, or earlier will count for KH4 Midway or KH7 Kure.
Submitted by Steve Mollman –KD9HL
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The Unfortunate Deletion of KH4 by K5FUV, Bill
Kennamer
Posted on April 24, 2017AuthorThe Daily DX
On March 31 of this year, I awoke to find A DXCC press release announcing the deletion of Midway and
Kure Island from the DXCC List. I found this hard to believe, because Midway has been on the DXCC List,
both in 1937 and in 1947, since the inception of the DXCC program.
The justification given in the press release was that President Obama expanded the Papahanaumokuakea
Marine National Monument area on August 26, 2016. This he did. However, the area he expanded was water
only. He simply expanded the water area out 50 miles, yet not one piece of land was included! Since DXCC
allows only land-based contacts, this seems to suggest that there was no justification for deletion, especially
a deletion based upon that particular date.
Perhaps DXCC became confused about their own rules. So I did a further, in depth review of the Midway
situation. I had done this before, between 1996 and 1998, as part of the DXCC 2000 Committee, but thought
I should do it again, since some things had changed. What I found convinces me that there should have been
no deletion of Midway, thus no deletion of Kure.
One of the principles of the DXCC List criteria for additions and deletions has long been that if an entity is
found to meet criteria to be placed on the list, it is not then removed if that criteria changes. I actually wrote
this into the revised 1998 rules under DXCC List Criteria 3 e). Anything on the 1998 List cannot be deleted
unless their status changes. Further, under Criteria, 5. Deletion Criteria, c) criteria changes will not be
applied retroactively.
Then, I reviewed again why Midway Island was on the DXCC List, both in 1937 and 1947. The clues begin
with a short study of the early history of the DXCC program, and the rationale behind the list of countries
provided at the beginning.
The history of DXCC actually begins in 1935, with the publication of Clinton B Desoto’s landmark article in
QST. (i)In this article, which was used as the basis for the creation of the first DXCC List, first mention is
made of a “discrete geographical or political entity”. Later in that same article is a discussion of islands and
island groups. Groups are “constituted by several islands commonly grouped under one name and under the
same political control (italics mine.) The Hawaiian Islands are mentioned in this paragraph. If you check an
atlas of the day, you would find the Hawaiian Islands listed under one name, and the Midway Islands listed
separately. You would find this to be true in a current Rand McNally Atlas as well. The National Geographic
Atlas of the World, 2015, shows the Papahanaumokuakea Marine Monument, created on June 15, 2006. It
also shows Midway separately, administered by U.S. Fish and Wildlife. (ii)This shows that at the time of
DXCC List creation, Hawaii and Midway were considered separate by mapmakers and by DXCC, both in
1937, 1947, and even today. In short, it was a discrete entity, listed by mapmakers as separate from Hawaii,
which indeed it was politically.
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To fully understand, it is best to look at the history of Midway and Kure.
A Captain Middlebrook originally claimed Midway for the U.S. on July 5, 1859. It was later formally
claimed by the U.S. Navy (August 28, 1867). At that time Hawaii was an independent kingdom. In 1903,
President Theodore Roosevelt signed Executive Order 199-A, placing Midway under jurisdiction and
control of the U.S. Navy. In 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt issued Executive Order 8682 creating
several Naval Defense Zones. Midway was included in those areas. On April 22, 1988, Midway was
designated a National Wildlife Area. On October 31, 1996, President Bill Clinton signed Executive Order
13022 transferring Midway to the Department of the Interior, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to become the
Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge. This order remains in force. Never in any of those orders was
Midway made a part of the territory or state of Hawaii, which is what would need to happen to cause a
deletion.
King Kalakaua Sent Colonel J. H. Boyd to Kure as a Special Commissioner, when on September 20, 1886,
he took possession of the island for the government of Hawaii. Kure has always been part of Hawaii.
Knowing this history, and knowing what the early DXCC philosophy was when there was no actual,
published criteria, it becomes easy to see that the early assemblers of the list saw that Midway was separate
from the territory of Hawaii because Hawaii was self-governing and Midway was not. That condition
continues to this day. Hawaii becoming a state without inclusion of Midway actually strengthens this
separation, and it is this separation, and not a specific administration, upon which the inclusion of Midway
to the original DXCC Lists was based. Therefore, the status of Midway has not changed from the time it first
appeared on the DXCC List until today.
Further evidence is provided from the web pages of the Papahanaumokuakea Marine Monument and the
Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge and Battle of Midway National Memorial. The Papahanaumokuakea
Marine Monument has as its co-trustees NOAA (seas within the monument) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(Midway National Wildlife Refuge and Battle of Midway Memorial), State of Hawaii (all of the Hawaiian
Islands) and Office of Hawaiian Affairs (Native affairs within the monument). The trustees are supervisory,
with management and administration by each agency of each part of the monument, as designated. Fish and
Wildlife maintains a staff on Midway. The State of Hawaii maintains a small staff on Kure to look after the
Kure Atoll State Wildlife Sanctuary. If you want to do anything in the waters of the monument, contact
NOAA. Each individual agency or the State of Hawaii controls access to their area. None of these
administrations appears to have given up administration of their respective areas within the monument.
So, the DXCC Deletion Criteria have not been met, certainly not by any action taken on August 26, 2016.
Midway does meet the criteria under which it was added (separate from the Territory of Hawaii), and a
change in the criteria shall not affect the status of any Entity on the list at the time of the change. Since no
particular administration was named, but only that Midway was different from Hawaii at the time the list
was created, then there was no reason for this deletion, and therefore, no reason for the deletion of Kure.
Here is a simple four question test that will show the error of this deletion:
1. Was Midway part of the Territory of Hawaii in 1937 or 1947? It was Not
2. Was Midway incorporated into the State of Hawaii upon statehood in 1959? No
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3. Did Midway become a part of the State of Hawaii when the Papahanaumokuakea Marine Monument was
created in 2006? It did not
4. Is Midway currently an unincorporated insular territory of the U.S. and not part of the State of Hawaii? It
is currently listed as an unincorporated insular territory of the U.S. by the Department of the Interior, and as
such is not part of the State of Hawaii.
Deleting an Entity and bringing it back to the DXCC List because a more stringent review showed the error
is not new. It was done with the Cayman Islands deletion in 1960 (iii). So, Midway and Kure should be
restored to the DXCC List.
(i) DeSoto, Clinton B.,”How to Count Countries Worked” QST, October, 1935, pp40-41,
(ii) National Geographic Atlas of the World, 10th Edition, 2015, “The State of Hawai’i includes all islands
and reefs in the chain that extends from the island of Hawai’i to Kure, except Midway Islands, which are
administered as a wildlife refuge by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service”
(iii) QST, June 1958, page 97 and QST, September 1960, page 90.
http://www.dailydx.com/unfortunate-deletion-kh4-k5fuv-bill-kennamer/

Wish everybody followed it.
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I want to thank those that have been sending in articles for the newsletter. All items are
appreciated.
Don’t forget to send in any information you would like to share with the Club members.

Until Next Time,
73

John
W3ML
http://nwidxclub.weebly.com/
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